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Purpose: 
Molecular Breast Imaging (MBI) has been shown to have high sensitivity in cancer detection, even in patients with 
dense breast tissue. However, long imaging time and radiation dose that is higher than mammography impede its wide 
adoption. Improved lesion detection has been demonstrated using tomography, but it usually involves complex 

motion mechanics. Kromek is developing an ultra-low-dose stationary tomographic MBI system with at least the same 
sensitivity for lesion detection as planar MBI, but with the patient dose similar to mammography. 

Methods and Materials: 
The proposed system is comprised of CZT detectors with 2x2 sub-pixelisation and depth of interaction (DOI) capability, 
combined with densely packed multi-pinhole collimators. It allows tomographic image reconstruction but results in 
significant multiplexing. De-multiplexing algorithms have been developed to mitigate the adverse multiplexing 
artefacts by taking advantage of DOI. GATE simulations were used to evaluate the feasibility of the design and to 
compare it to a published planar MBI camera performance. The first prototype has been built at Kromek with 2x2 array 
of 7.3 mm thick CZT detectors with 2 mm pixels and a 3D printed tungsten collimator. It is being evaluated using an 
“activity-painting” setup incorporating an XYZ motorised stage assembly and a point 57Co source. 

Results: 
The reconstructed images from an array of simulated lesions at 1.5 cm depth in the phantom demonstrate a significant 

improvement in contrast and axial resolution obtained by using the DOI. Analysis of contrast to noise ratios confirmed 

that the administered activity could be decreased by at least a factor of 5 compared to the normal activity used in 

planar MBI. At the reduced dose, 100% of the simulated lesions reached a detection threshold on the proposed system 

compared to only 50% for the planar MBI. The first imaging results taken with the “activity-painting” setup 

demonstrated that the tomographic resolution is better than 7 mm in the direction normal to the detector plane. 

More complex “activity-painted” phantoms are currently being used to quantify the performance improvement of the 

prototype. 

Conclusion: 
Our results demonstrate that design of a stationary MBI system with the targeted radiation dose reduction is 

feasible. The next steps will include full evaluation of the image quality and the dose reduction followed by 

optimisation and construction of a larger scale prototype. 

Clinical Relevance/Application: 
The reduction of patient dose and scanning time will encourage the widespread adoption of MBI, providing a very 
quick and effective tool for cancer screening of patients with dense breast tissue. The added advantage of the 
tomographic system is the 3D localisation which could aid biopsy and cancer staging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1: Existing multi-pinhole tomographic system concept with a rotating gantry (left); 

Kromek’s design with two stationary detector arrays and two multi-pinhole collimators 

(right). 

Fig 2: First measured results of an “activity-printed” phantom comprised of an array of point sources. 

Top row – image in the detector plane; bottom row – image in the plane perpendicular to the 

detectors. Columns going from left to right: no sub-pixelisation, no DOI; with sub-pixelisation, no DOI; 

with sub-pixelisation, with DOI. 


